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Digital Transformaton Evaluaton Framework: Oracle Corp. 

Executve summary 

As enterprise IT evolves to support business ambitons, the IT functon is moving into the driver’s 

seat and IT leaders are actvely working with business leaders to formulate a techno-strategy 

roadmap that more tghtly aligns IT to business goals. This ofen requires the CIO’s ofce to rely on 

vendor partners to help them make sense of enterprise IT trends, incorporate emerging 

technologies, build hybrid IT ecosystems, and deal with a complex technology landscape to deliver 

transformaton. In turn, vendors need to evolve their oferings rapidly to deliver efciency, fexibility, 

and growth that are tuned to the objectves and priorites of their customers’ business. Success in 

the digital era requires vendors to make more than cosmetc changes to their business models. They 

must recalibrate their oferings and businesses to the digital era and these changes have to transcend 

mere reshufing of portolios or organizatonal structure. 

To this end, Omdia established a framework for evaluatng the progress that vendors and service 

providers have made towards their own internal transformatons in its September 2019 report 

Framework: Service Integrator Transformaton – How SIs Meet Their Own Digital Challenges. In this 

current report we evaluate the progress that Oracle Corp. – one of the world’s largest enterprise 

applicatons vendors – has made towards its pivot to a services-oriented business model. 

Key fndings 
 Oracle has made signifcant progress towards its goal of transforming its business model 

through the Oracle@Oracle program. By leveraging its own suite of cloud-based 

infrastructure and applicatons, the vendor has been able to transform the way it engages 

with customers, employees, and partners. 

 Oracle proves that the right investments, combined with a well thought out strategy, can 

power a rapid shif towards digital. Oracle is also putng its money where its mouth is by 

embedding its own products at the core of its transformaton. In the process, Oracle is 

turning its own organizaton into a prime example of how its product suite can drive digital 

business models. 

 By keeping the focus on a handful of simple but signifcant end goals, Oracle has been able to 

artculate its goals clearly. 

 Rather than make transformaton a top-down efort, Oracle has engaged with its employees, 

partners, and customers to drive the focus of its various initatves. The focus is on a 

contnuous feedback loop for frequent status checks and course correctons. 

 Oracle supports its transformaton through people policies and an organizatonal culture that 

fosters innovaton and entrepreneurship. This fuels long-term innovaton, a contnuous cycle 

of product updates, and a collaboratve approach to achieving its end goals – all of which 

support a digital business. 
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Digital Transformaton Evaluaton Framework: Oracle Corp. 

Evaluaton methodology 
Independent sofware vendors (ISVs), service providers (SPs), and systems integrators (SIs) – all called 

vendors throughout the report – are investng in their own transformaton as they seek to expand 

portolios to beter support their customers. Understanding how vendors manage their own 

transformaton ofers a view into how well the company has managed to artculate and achieve its 

goals. In additon, it serves as a study in best practces as these vendors are also large multnatonal 

companies. To this end, in 2019 Omdia published a report outlining a framework to assess internal 

transformaton of these organizatons in their pivot to digital services. 

Omdia’s framework takes a holistc view to evaluate vendor transformaton, looking beyond digital 

revenues. The framework evaluates the various internal initatves that the organizatons have 

underway to support their own transformaton. Omdia’s framework seeks to understand if the 

growth is sustainable and whether a company’s digital transformaton is permeatng through the 

organizaton (see Figure 1 for the evaluaton criteria). 

Figure 1: Omdia’s multpronged approach for assessing vendor transformaton 

Source: Omdia 

The Digital Transformaton Framework aims to evaluate vendors and service providers on their 

internal transformaton along the following dimensions: 

 Digital strategy (portolio evoluton): looks at how the vendor’s teams collaborate, leverage 

data, automate, and cross-pollinate ideas to infuence demand for their products/services 

 Innovaton track record: assesses the vendor’s investments in R&D and how it nurtures 

innovaton across its ecosystem of partners 

 People: measures the vendor’s eforts to transform its organizatonal structure, providing 

reskilling/upskilling opportunites and tools, and the evoluton of the HR functon to support 

the shif to digital roles 

 Organizatonal culture: looks at how changes permeate through the organizatonal, team, 

and individual levels and how well everyone is aligned to the same goals 

Omdia has split each dimension up into multple criteria around the specifc part of the portolio 

being evaluated. The criteria are weighted based on an Omdia assessment of relatve importance. 
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Digital Transformaton Evaluaton Framework: Oracle Corp. 

Finally, the four dimensions (digital strategy, innovaton, people, and organizatonal culture) are also 

weighted according to their importance to transformaton (see Figure 2). 

Figure 2: Overall weightngs of evaluaton framework criteria 

Source: Omdia 

These questons and the associated weights were designed to generate a score that refects how 

close Omdia believes the vendor is to achieving its own internal pivot to a fast-paced digital business 

model. This, in turn, puts the business on a strong footng for contnuous innovaton and to be a 

more responsive partner to its customers. 

Digital strategy (portolio evoluton) 
The most visible of the four elements is an organizaton’s portolio and go-to-market approach. As 

technology and market trends change, organizatons usually prioritze their portolios frst. Digital 

transformaton has irrevocably changed the market that the vendors operate in, and they have to 

rethink their sales processes as old-school approaches will not work. The vendor-client relatonship is 

evolving into a contnuous engagement, and it is essental that vendors’ internal business processes 

take an outside-in view and focus on addressing customer needs and challenges. 
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Digital Transformaton Evaluaton Framework: Oracle Corp. 

Omdia’s framework assesses several aspects of vendor portolios and process transformaton, 

including the following: 

 Collaboraton and communicaton between experts across horizontal and vertcal practces, 

cross-specializaton teams, portolio reorganizaton, and promotng an open and 

collaboratve approach 

 Use of data to bake innovaton into service delivery, build agility, and enhance customer 

experience 

 Ability to predict and infuence customer demand 

 Growth of digital revenues over the last three years 

 Maturity of digital services and understanding of vertcal-specifc use cases 

 Automaton of processes (delivery and others) 

Omdia scored vendors along these factors based on how well cross-functonal collaboraton is 

enabled across business units. Efectve collaboraton can speed up the development of incremental 

product features that, in turn, infuence customer demand and drive revenue growth. Omdia 

assigned scores on a scale of one to fve. Higher scores refect how well the vendor uses data from 

across the business to identfy avenues that can beneft from automaton and drive decision-making 

around business strategy and product/service roadmaps. 

Innovaton track record 
Enterprises expect vendors to be able to drive enterprise experiments around new and emerging 

technologies and then support the successful ones at scale. This requires signifcant vertcal, sub-

vertcal, business process, and technology expertse, drawn together to develop roadmaps, 

frameworks, and intellectual property that hastens the development and testng of pilot projects. 

One of the most crucial weapons in any vendor’s arsenal is its approach towards and investment in 

innovaton and R&D. In this dimension, Omdia assessed the following: 

 The extent of investment in innovaton and R&D as a proporton of revenues or profts 

 Investments around promotng innovaton from within through incubaton accelerators, 

funds allocated for promotng entrepreneurship, and empowering employees to pursue 

innovaton in products, processes, and service delivery 

 Atempts to identfy, nurture, and incorporate innovaton from and with partner community 

and customers through centers of excellence (CoEs), joint innovaton labs, joint ventures, and 

others that are not essentally part of a customer engagement 

This dimension evaluates the size and scope of investments being made in driving innovaton across 

the product/service stack, either through internal innovaton forums or through partnerships. Omdia 

assigned scores on a scale of one to fve. Higher scores signify excellence in building an ecosystem 

that nurtures innovaton and a contnual commitment to invest in the resources and partnerships 

needed to sustain it. 

People transformaton 
Technology, data, collaboraton, and business agility are important aspects of ensuring that 

adaptability is the new normal for service providers. To achieve these goals, the biggest and most 
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Digital Transformaton Evaluaton Framework: Oracle Corp. 

profound transformaton that needs to take place is in the workforce and in how roles and reportng 

structures are perceived and enforced. The digital era requires that service providers redefne the 

way their internal organizaton works, including (but not limited to) how they defne reportng 

structures, roles, and responsibilites. This dimension assesses the vendor’s eforts regarding the 

following: 

 Creaton of specifc programs aimed at changing worker roles, reportng structures, and 

culture specifc to various levels – includes eforts to recognize, reward, and reinforce desired 

behavior across the talent pyramid 

 Investments in training, upskilling, and reassignment of talent that is impacted by increasing 

use of automaton – includes performance review and progression planning 

 Overall evoluton of the HR functon to beter support digital jobs, changing/fuid roles and 

reportng structures 

This dimension looks at how the vendor views investments in its people and in measures that 

support their professional and personal aspiratons. Omdia assigned scores on a scale of one to fve. 

Higher scores refect how well the vendor’s people policies are geared to streamline reportng 

structures, faten hierarchies, and redefne roles and how well the investments made in the 

processes and tools enable those policies. 

Organizatonal culture transformaton 
Changing organizatonal culture is the most difcult part of any transformaton program. Culture is 

implemented as values, behaviors, and beliefs ingrained into an organizaton over decades, and it is 

difcult to modify. A successful transformaton program needs to address cultural change at multple 

levels: 

 Company level – visualize the future state for the organizaton and establish a set of common 

goals for everyone to work towards. Communicate, model, and reinforce the values, beliefs, 

and culture needed to reach this end state. 

 Line of business (LoB) and team level – translate strategic goals at the company level into 

specifc goals for LoBs and team responsibilites. Determine what changes need to be made 

to help the team succeed. 

 Individual level – identfy and communicate the impact of the company’s strategy on 

interpersonal dynamics. Defne and encourage specifc behaviors that individuals need to 

start, stop, and contnue doing to achieve goals. 

This dimension assesses how efectve the vendor has been in introducing changes in the 

organizatonal structure and aligning business units and teams to a shared set of goals, and how 

these aspiratons flter through the entre organizaton. Omdia assigned scores on a scale of one to 

fve. Higher scores signify greater progress in these assessment areas. 

Vendor analysis: Oracle Corp. 
Oracle’s mission is to help its customers unlock new value and achieve new possibilites through its 

products and solutons. With enterprises across the world acceleratng their shif to the cloud, Oracle 

witnessed increasing demand to provide them not just with a product but with a service that could 
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Digital Transformaton Evaluaton Framework: Oracle Corp. 

change and adapt to the needs of the business. Oracle concluded that the shif to cloud would 

require a complete transformaton of its own business to enable it to stay ahead of the ever-changing 

expectatons of its customers. 

Oracle embarked on an ambitous journey to pivot its business model from product-oriented to 

services-driven by leveraging Oracle Cloud technology. The idea behind this was to take a dose of its 

own medicine, so to speak, and provide a live example of how a large and complex organizaton such 

as Oracle could transform itself using the products and solutons it sells to clients. The program, 

called Oracle@Oracle, aimed to reimagine the processes, tools, and operatons across the business 

to enable exceptonal customer experiences and to empower its employees with the tools that 

would help them deliver these experiences. The program required a reimagining of the entre 

employee experience as well (see Figure 3). 

Figure 3: Oracle’s map of its customer and employee journey 

Source: Oracle 

To become a services-oriented company, Oracle mapped each element of the customer and 

employee journey with the company and reimagined the end-to-end experiences it delivered across 

these. At all steps, the focus was on four simple but powerful goals: 

 Streamline. Remove and simplify steps across the experience. 

 Empower. Enable users to complete the experience autonomously. 

 Delight. Design a positve experience that users love. 

 Automate. Automate the end-to-end experience with Oracle Cloud. 

By focusing on these principles, Oracle took a systematc approach to defning what needs to be 

done diferently. The approach is reinforced by a process of solicitng regular feedback from critcal 

stakeholders, experts, and practtoners across LoBs that ensured everyone is aligned to the same 

goals. The approach to change is further supplemented by a process for frequently reviewing 

progress, openly discussing challenges and roadblocks, driving efectve decision-making, and 

ensuring teams are equipped and empowered to efciently and efectvely collaborate, ideate, and 

execute on the roadmap. 

© Omdia. All rights reserved. Unauthorized reproducton prohibited. Page 7 



         

 
    

 

  

 

  

 

   

   

 

 

  

     

     

  

    

       

Digital Transformaton Evaluaton Framework: Oracle Corp. 

Oracle@Oracle: evaluaton scores and explanaton 
By leveraging its own portolio of cloud solutons, Oracle has been able to integrate business systems 

across the organizaton quickly and seamlessly. This has brought greater visibility across Oracle’s 

operatons, allowing it to streamline processes and drive beter decision-making. Despite the size and 

complexity of its operatons (Oracle serves 430,000 customers across 175 countries and employs 

over 136,000 people), the company transformed itself efciently and efectvely in a relatvely short 

tme span. Omdia rated Oracle’s total score for its transformaton strategy at 4.43 out of 5 because of 

its atenton to detail and the calculated way in which the organizaton transformed its processes and 

organizatonal culture (see Figure 4). 

Figure 4: Oracle has made strong progress against its transformaton strategy 

Source: Omdia 

Oracle’s transformaton program touches all aspects of the organizaton, bringing together people, 

resources, and focus with a goal of making the company the leading provider of an end-to-end suite 

of platorms and applicatons for the digital business. The company is realizing benefts in the form of 

streamlined operatons, lower cost, enhanced employee morale, beter customer experience and 

retenton, and faster tme to market as a result of its eforts (see Figure 5). 

© Omdia. All rights reserved. Unauthorized reproducton prohibited. Page 8 



         

   

 

   

   

   

  

 

 

      
   

   

   

   

  

   

  

    

    

    

   

  

 

  

  

  

       

Digital Transformaton Evaluaton Framework: Oracle Corp. 

Figure 5: Oracle is reaping the benefts of transforming various parts of its business 

Source: Omdia and Oracle 

The company contnues to make signifcant investments in the following: 

 R&D that aims to deliver further innovaton around its products and platorms 

 Ensuring employees have the right set of tools that enable them to deliver exceptonal 

experiences to the customer 

 Revamping its partner experience and building deeper relatonships that strengthen its 

vertcal capabilites 

Digital strategy (portolio evoluton) – score 4.15 
Having a sound strategy in place for the evoluton of products/services and the business model is 

essental for defning the “end state” of the organizaton. Aligning people and resources is a part of 

achieving these goals. By putng the power of Oracle's integrated end-to-end portolio at the heart 

of the business, Oracle can bring together experts from across the business and capture robust data 

and insights that accelerate decision-making. 

Oracle engages in a contnuous dialogue with its teams and its customers. It assesses the challenges 

customers face when interactng with the company and then goes about resolving them. For 

instance, Oracle has automated aspects such as employee onboarding, fling expenses, purchasing, 

and reconciling global transactons. Similarly, purchasing and provisioning for products such as Fusion 

Cloud has also been largely self-service enabled, giving customers control over the process and 

greater choice on how and from where they want services provisioned. This also provides more 

transparency into customer accounts/services and enables account management to provide 

personalized support optons. The extensive automaton across various processes ensures company 

leaders are able to respond more rapidly to changing business and economic conditons and have 

more tme to focus on strategic actvites. The extensive investments that have been made in 

ensuring the resilience of the organizaton, as well as the commitment of its SMEs to ensure 
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Digital Transformaton Evaluaton Framework: Oracle Corp. 

customer success, is evident in Oracle’s shif to a remote-working model during the current COVID-19 

pandemic while supportng its customers without any major disrupton. 

Similarly, product and service innovaton are driven by collaboraton and communicaton across a 

wide spectrum of technology and business experts. The aim is to take a very human-centered 

approach to delightng customers and employees alike when they use these products/services. By 

collectng data at every step of the customer journey and mapping it back to the product/service's 

ability to improve user experience, Oracle improves its customer focus for the evoluton of its 

portolio. The organizaton is taking a similar approach to internal users of its platorms: the focus is 

on improving ease of use, intuitveness, agility, and adaptability which translates into quarterly 

product updates and enhancements and frequent customer and partner communicaton. This is one 

of the key diferentators as Oracle uses feedback from its customers to drive product roadmaps. For 

instance, Oracle integrates data from various internal and external sources and uses a variety of 

models to understand the people engaging with the company and what product or service they are 

interested in. Oracle also runs predictve analytcs against its front ofce and back ofce data to 

forecast who will buy what and when, thereby identfying high-value leads for the marketng 

organizaton. Despite being able to predict customer behavior, Oracle has to show signifcant 

evidence that it is indeed able to infuence buyer behavior and increase demand for its products in 

the market. 

The company's service-oriented approach is gaining tracton in the C-suite. The number of customers 

moving from platorms such as AWS to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) has increased, but Oracle 

stll needs to gain a larger foothold in the enterprise applicatons market with its suite of enterprise 

resource planning (ERP), customer relatonship management (CRM), and human capital management 

(HCM) products. Though cloud as a percentage of total revenues has contnued to grow steadily, the 

high growth rates of suites such as Fusion and NetSuite and the Oracle autonomous database are 

from a smaller base. Omdia estmates that Oracle’s cloud revenues are growing at a rate of 28% year 

on year, with smaller pockets of robust growth such as Fusion ERP Cloud. 

Oracle scores well above average in this dimension because of its strategy to pivot from a product 

business model to a services one. More importantly, by leveraging both the talent from its own 

consultng organizaton and its products to drive this transformaton, Oracle is driving home the 

message that it possesses a solid set of capabilites that can power its customers’ transformatons. 

Innovaton track record – score 4.65 
Oracle has invested 15% or more of total revenues back into R&D consistently over the past fve 

years. This amounts to a spend of around $6bn annually in R&D, which supports the development of 

its full stack of cloud-based oferings for the enterprise (see Figure 6). 
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Digital Transformaton Evaluaton Framework: Oracle Corp. 

Figure 6: Oracle contnues to make signifcant investments in R&D 

Source: Oracle 

Oracle contnues to nurture a spirit of innovaton that aims to enhance customer experience with its 

products. The company demonstrates a desire and willingness to put people frst and give a human 

touch to its initatves around product and service innovaton. Oracle’s R&D investments are geared 

towards 

 Maximizing efciency and efectveness by focusing on high-value actvites, increasing 

collaboraton, and saving money through automaton across the business 

 Making the smartest decisions quickly through data-driven insights and the inclusion of 

AI/ML tools 

 Outpacing change with fexible, high-performance services and quarterly innovaton 

 Engaging with customers and employees through improved, secure, and delightul 

experiences 

For instance, Oracle created an accelerated buying experience that makes purchasing fast and simple 

by 

 Simplifying agreements and removing ters of approvals 

 Giving the sales force the ability to make changes to customer contracts within the system 

without manual interventon from the legal teams, allowing for faster and simpler 

interactons 

 Providing in-app learning and chat tools 

 Enabling the sales force to complete a fully automated quotng and contractng process 

through Oracle’s own confgure price quote (CPQ) Cloud 

Oracle invests in long-term projects to develop and apply new technologies and fosters a culture that 

encourages and rewards grassroots innovaton. It hires staf with strong technical capabilites and 

research experience (e.g., through their doctoral work) combined with entrepreneurial experience in 
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Digital Transformaton Evaluaton Framework: Oracle Corp. 

startups. The vendor also provides strong formal and informal incentves and mechanisms that keep 

long-term innovaton vibrant while contnuing to focus on shorter-term goals, such as sofware 

release updates and technical escalatons. 

In 2019, Oracle completely overhauled its partner program along the same lines as its internal 

transformaton, with a singular focus on the customer’s outcome as the goal of its relatonship with 

partners. The partner ecosystem is geared towards the following: 

 Building intellectual property embedded in Oracle’s cloud services 

 Simplifying and streamlining the selling process 

 Adding incremental value services by implementng, extending, and managing Oracle Cloud 

environments 

The vendor has built a robust portolio of cloud-based enterprise systems that are vertcally aligned 

and which it ofers through its global business units, but initatves around developing specifc use 

cases appear to be dependent on partners. The vendor is concentratng on certfying its partners 

across its revamped partner program and tracking their ability to focus on customer success. Though 

current initatves in the customer and partner network space focus on the ability to deliver the same 

level of “delightul customer experiences,” Oracle should be careful to retain focus on the creatvity 

and innovaton that create diferent “favors” of the same solid soluton base. Oracle is also actvely 

engaging with startups that leverage its platorms to deliver solutons that ofer it early access to 

promising technologies and use cases. The ability for clients and partners to collaborate to drive 

technology and industry-specifc innovaton eforts needs to be scaled further. 

People – score 4.35 
Oracle has deployed its HCM suite internally to automate large parts of its HR processes such as 

onboarding, development, and project stafng. Oracle’s automaton of its HR functons plays a 

signifcant role in the growth of the company and its people. Oracle’s HR transformaton is oriented 

around three strategic pillars: 

 Insights that mater – using data, analytcs, and insight to drive innovaton and decisions that 

positvely impact the business and people 

 Employee experience – focusing on innovaton around atractng, retaining, and developing 

talent to support both employee and customer success 

 I ntegrated technology – brings people, informaton, and experience together to deliver on 

the company’s strategic priorites 

For instance, Oracle has built beter hiring experiences and enables new hires to contribute startng 

on day one by 

 Simplifying tasks and removing ters of approval 

 Giving managers end-to-end visibility of the employee onboarding journey 

 Providing new recruits with the ability to complete certain administratve tasks prior to day 

one 

 Enabling managers to complete automated requisitons and ofers, which also helps 

employees to onboard seamlessly 
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Digital Transformaton Evaluaton Framework: Oracle Corp. 

Oracle’s HCM tracks key talent informaton such as performance, potental, career aspiratons, and 

skills/experience and aligns it with the company’s goals and priorites. This way, Oracle can 

implement targeted talent strategies to fll talent gaps, promote internal career mobility, and reward 

employees based on their alignment to organizatonal goals. 

The HR transformaton lets the vendor identfy talent and skill gaps and work with teams and LoB 

leadership to fll them. The transparency of the process allows the vendor to staf projects, train, and 

move resources as needed. The vendor has put in place a system of contnuous conversatons around 

progress that is used in tandem with annual or biannual appraisal processes to beter align individual 

targets to business goals and personal aspiratons. 

Oracle’s high score refects the vendor’s ability to use data and automaton to improve employee 

engagement. However, the company stll needs to demonstrate how organizatonal structures and 

roles are evolving as a part of its transformaton. 

Organizatonal culture – score 4.70 
Oracle has a clear vision of being an adaptable business powered by the full strength of its own 

solutons. The company has created a strategic roadmap for transformaton that is reinforced across 

all ters of the organizaton. Working towards a common goal has enabled teams across diferent 

parts of Oracle to come together under the Oracle@Oracle program. 

Oracle aims to create a culture where its workforce is agile, empowered, innovatve, contnuously 

learning, and deeply customer focused. Oracle’s top executves engage their workforce in the 

company’s transformaton through regular briefngs and Q&A sessions about the company’s strategy 

and progress towards goals. The organizatonal culture prioritzes four key pillars: employee success, 

customer focus, innovaton, and citzenship. Oracle holds an annual Global Employee Summit, a 

quarterly Strategy in Acton employee discussion series, and ongoing Slack conversatons to help 

employees understand the operatonal details of the overall strategy and how they contribute to its 

mission. Oracle’s core competencies – the key skills and behaviors for all employees – focus on 

 Driving customer focus and innovaton 

 Leading and adaptng to change 

 Working together with each other and their customers to achieve mutual success 

These competencies are embedded into employees’ careers at the company, startng with hiring and 

onboarding through development, performance, and recogniton. An annual employee survey 

gathers feedback on how the organizaton is doing in key areas that are important to company and 

employee success, including leadership and strategy, work environment, growth opportunites, 

customer focus, processes and tools, and meaningful work. Feedback is evaluated at multple levels – 

and acton plans put in place – globally, within LoBs and teams, and across key programs and 

processes. Organizatonal goals are cascaded in HCM, where employees can align their individual 

performance goals with organizatonal priorites. All business functons are geared towards achieving 

the complete transformaton of Oracle from a product-led organizaton to a services-led one, with a 

constant and consistent relatonship and dialogue with its customers and partners. 

Oracle’s internal transformaton shows that a well thought out, clearly artculated, and carefully 

executed strategy can drive large-scale transformaton, delivering efciencies, savings, and growth in 

the process. 
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Digital Transformaton Evaluaton Framework: Oracle Corp. 

Appendix 

Methodology 
All partcipatng vendors completed a comprehensive RFI. This was followed up by extensive briefngs 

and additonal desk research. Scoring of assessment criteria was undertaken in consultaton with 

analysts from Omdia’s other practces where necessary. 

Further reading 
The Enterprise COVID-19 Playbook, ENS002-000139 (June 2020) 

Digital Enterprise Services: Navigatng COVID-19, ENS002-000138 (June 2020) 

London Tech Week and TechXLR8: Industry Insights Report 2020, ENS002-000135 (May 2020) 

Digital Entropy is Rapidly Emerging as a Major Side-Efect of Digital Transformaton, ENS002-000125 

(April 2020) 

Framework: Service Integrator Transformaton – How SIs Meet Their Own Digital Challenges, ENS002-

000094 (September 2019) 

Author 
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